Bone marrow (BM) stromal cells provide the structural and regulatory framework for hematopoiesis and contribute to developmental-stage specific niches, such as those preserving hematopoietic stem cell (HSCs). Despite recent advances in our understanding of stromal composition and function, little is known on the dynamic transcriptional remodeling that this compartment undergoes over time and during adaptation to stress. Similarly, how molecular changes in stroma are linked to age-related modulation of hematopoiesis is poorly understood. Using RNA-sequencing, we performed a longitudinal comparison of the transcriptional profile of four principal mesenchymal and endothelial stromal subsets, namely CXCL12-abundant reticular (CARc), PDGFR-α + Sca-1 + , sinusoidal (SECs) and arterial endothelial cells (AECs), isolated from early postnatal, adult and aged mice. Our data i) provide molecular fingerprints defining novel, cell-specific anatomical and functional features ii) reveal radical reprogramming of pro-hematopoietic, immune and matrisomic transcriptional programs during the narrow temporal transition from juvenile to adult stages iii) demonstrate that homeostatic aging is characterized by a progressive and pronounced upregulation of pro-inflammatory gene-expression and loss of stromal cell fitness. By profiling in vivo responses of stromal cells to infection-mimicking agents, we finally demonstrate that transcriptomic pathways elicited by sterile inflammation are largely recapitulated during aging, thereby supporting the inflammatory basis of aging-related adaptations of BM hematopoietic function. Transcriptomic profiling of BM stroma Helbling et al.
Introduction
The continuous production of massive amounts of blood cell lineages is an absolutely essential process, which is centralized in bone marrow (BM) tissues during adulthood and is maintained by hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) (Eaves, 2015; Nombela-Arrieta and Manz, 2017) . Throughout life, BM function quantitatively and qualitatively adjusts to match the fluctuating demands of organisms (Takizawa et al., 2012) . For instance, during early postnatal development, HSC populations substantially expand through self-renewing proliferation to cope with the rapid growth in blood and marrow volume, and the expansion of the hematopoietic system characteristic of these phases. With acquisition of definitive body dimensions, growth is slowed down and HSCs sharply transition from active self-renewing proliferation to a hibernating state, through a developmentally-timed switch, which in mice happens at 3-4 weeks of age (Benz et al., 2012; Bowie et al., 2006) . In absence of overt disease or insults, adult HSCs will thereafter remain largely quiescent and keep only sporadic cycling activity, sufficient to support the homeostatic maintenance of the HSC pool and hematopoietic production (Bernitz et al., 2016; Nakamura-Ishizu et al., 2014; Takizawa et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2008) . Beyond marked differences in proliferative rates, juvenile and adult HSCs differ in transcriptional regulation and lineage potential (Kim et al., 2007; Ye et al., 2013) . Furthermore, compared to adult phases, neonatal BM tissues display important differences in erythropoietic production and mature B cell content (Moscatello et al., 1998; Pihlgren et al., 2001) .
Physiological aging also encompasses various alterations in hematopoiesis and immune cell function.
Aging leads to a gradual decrease in lympho-and erythropoiesis and a concomitant bias towards myeloid cell production (Geiger et al., 2013) . In aged mice, HSCs significantly expand but exhibit deficits in repopulating capacity, homing ability, aberrant lineage differentiation and activation of intracellular stress pathways (Beerman et al., 2010; de Haan and Lazare, 2018) . Several aging-related traits seem to recapitulate, albeit with lower magnitude, those caused by pathogenic or inflammatory challenges . As an example, bacterial infections elicit expansion of progenitor cell subsets, biased and enhanced production of granulocytes (emergency granulopoiesis), and mobilization of HSCs to extramedullary sites (Manz and Boettcher, 2014) . Viral agents also trigger BM hypoplasia, drive monopoiesis and impair erythropoiesis and B lymphopoiesis (Nombela Arrieta and Isringhausen, 2017) . A common hallmark of hematopoietic responses to inflammatory challenges is the rapid activation of HSC cycling, which increases their proliferative history and leads to functional deficits (Takizawa et al., 2017; Walter et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016) . The existing similarities between aging and inflammation-related effects have inspired the inflammaging hypothesis, which associates age-induced degeneration to the progressive emergence of a low-grade, basal inflammatory condition at tissue wide and systemic levels .
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The non-hematopoietic BM stromal compartment modulates hematopoiesis through direct crosstalk and local delivery of regulatory signals (Mercier et al., 2012; Nombela-Arrieta and Manz, 2017) . A number of mesenchymal cell subsets have been described, with proven functional roles in the orchestration of homeostatic and reactive hematopoiesis (Kfoury and Scadden, 2015) . Thus far, the most extensively characterized stromal subset is formed by so-called CXCL12 abundant reticular cells (CARc) , which are ubiquitous in adult BM, overlap to a high degree with Leptin receptor-expressing (LepR + ) cells and can be phenotypically defined as CD45 -Ter119 -CD140b + Sca-1cells. CARc express high levels of crucial soluble regulators such as stem cell factor (SCF), pleiotrophin (PTN) or interleukin-7 (IL-7) (Ding et al., 2012; A. C. Gomes and M. S. Gomes, 2016; Himburg et al., 2018) and have been assigned many roles in the direct regulation of HSCs, lympho-and myelopoiesis (Ding et al., 2012; Greenbaum et al., 2013; Kohara et al., 2007; Noda et al., 2011; Omatsu et al., 2010; Sugiyama et al., 2006; Tokoyoda et al., 2004) . Originally considered as a single cellular entity on the basis of the high expression of GFP in Cxcl12-GFP mice (Ara et al., 2003) , recent single cell studies clearly show that CARc are heterogeneous and comprised of at least 4 subpopulations, which form a differentiation continuum of osteo-and adipogenic progenitors (Baryawno et al., 2019; Tikhonova et al., 2019) .
Additional BM mesenchymal stromal subsets have been characterized with less detail (Kfoury and Scadden, 2015) . Among them, PDGFR-α + Sca-1 + (here designated PαSc) were initially described on the basis of a phenotypic signature that uniquely differs from that of CARc on the expression of Sca-1 (Morikawa et al., 2009) . Flow cytometry studies have shown that PαS cells are found at highest frequencies in developing bone, but gradually decline to represent a very low fraction of the mesenchymal compartment in adult BM (Hu et al., 2016; Nusspaumer et al., 2017) . Both CARc and PαSc contain CFU-F potential, trilineage differentiation capabilities in vitro, and give rise to osteoblasts, reticular stroma and adipocytes in vivo (Morikawa et al., 2009; Omatsu et al., 2010) . However, the ontogenetic relationships and functional roles in skeletal development and repair of both populations are unclear. Furthermore, although some studies have suggested a potential contribution of PαSc to the regulation of HSCs (Greenbaum et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2016) , their anatomical distribution and regulatory roles in hematopoiesis remain largely unexplored.
Endothelial cells are also an integral part of the BM microenvironment. To date BM microvessels have been divided in three main vascular districts based on structural, topological and phenotypic criteria (Bixel et al., 2017; Sivaraj and Adams, 2016) . Arterial circulation, made up of large, centrally running arteries and arterioles of smaller caliber, gives rise to sinusoidal circulation through so-called transitional vessels (TV) . Arterial and sinusoidal endothelial cells (AECs and SECs) can be distinguished by specific marker expression (Gomariz et al., 2018; X. M. Li et al., 2009; Smith-Berdan et al., 2015) , express varying levels of SCF and CXCL12 and regulate different aspects 5 of hematopoiesis (Ding et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2018) , from HSC maintenance to maturation of megakaryocytes and late B cell differentiation (Lazzari and Butler, 2018; Stegner et al., 2017) .
Although major advances have been made in the understanding of the composition and structure of the stromal compartment in homeostasis, much less is known about the molecular changes that stromal cells undergo during the aging process over time and during hematopoietic challenges, and how these may be potentially linked to adaptations of hematopoietic function. Here we present a longitudinal analysis of the evolution of genome-wide expression profiles of CARc, PαSc, AECs and SECs across three representative stages of postnatal lifespan and during inflammatory responses to prototypical infection-mimicking agents.
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Results

Stromal cell isolation, transcriptional profiling and validation
We employed previously validated phenotypic signatures to prospectively isolate pure cellular populations of CARc, PαSc, SECs and AECs using fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) ( Figure   1A , 1B). Within the endothelial cell population (CD45 -Ter119 -CD31 hi ), SECs and AECs were identified as Sca-1 int CD105 hi and Sca-1 hi CD105 int , respectively ( Figure 1B) (Gomariz et al., 2018) . Although TVECs have been recently described (Kusumbe et al., 2014) , a molecular signature to reliably distinguish these cells has not been found even using sc-RNA-Seq analyses (Baryawno et al., 2019; Tikhonova et al., 2019) . Nonetheless, based on immunohistological data, TVECs are relatively rare, they express low/intermediate levels of CD105, and therefore are most likely isolated as AECs in our gating strategy (Gomariz et al., 2018; Itkin et al., 2016; Kusumbe et al., 2014) . In turn, mesenchymal CARc and PαSc were sorted from the non-hematopoietic (CD45 -Ter119 -), non-endothelial (CD31 -) compartment as CD140b + Sca-1 -(CARc) and CD140b + Sca-1 + (PαSc) ( Figure 1B ) (Morikawa et al., 2009 ). To get a global overview of age-dependent transcriptional oscillations in BM stroma, we isolated all four subsets from 2 week (2w -juvenile), 2 months (2m -adult) and 2 years (2y -aged) old mice. All populations were consistently present and their phenotypic signatures largely conserved at different ages ( Figure S1A ). We sorted 4000-50'000 cells for each cell type and condition and performed highthroughput RNA-seq in at least three independent biological replicates per experimental condition.
Transcripts corresponding to non-coding RNAs, pseudogenes and genes below the detection threshold were filtered out, resulting in the identification of a total of 11'595 protein coding genes in all conditions (full list provided in Table S1 ).
Unsupervised hierarchical clustering and principal component (PCA) analyses revealed very high reproducibility between sample replicates ( Figure 1C , 1D, 1E and S1B). Consistent with their shared cellular identity and developmental origins, endothelial and mesenchymal components separated most from each other, while AECs and SECs, as well as CARc and PαSc respectively clustered together ( Figure 1D ). Inspection of expression values of cell-type specific known markers, including those employed for their identification and cell sorting, confirmed the robustness of the isolation strategies and cell type identities ( Figure 1F ). As expected, CARc expressed high levels of Cxcl12, Lepr, Itgva, Vcam-1. Genes associated to mesenchymal identity such as Pdgfra, Pdgfrb, and Prrx1 were commonly expressed by CARc and PαSc. Transcripts of prototypical vascular endothelial proteins (Pecam1, Tek and Cdh5) were exclusively and abundantly detected in SECs and AECs. Alternative markers previously described to discriminate sinusoidal from arterial vessels in immunohistological studies also displayed highly specific expression of SECs or AECs in our dataset. Arterial-specific Sox17 and Ephb2 were exclusively and strongly detected in AECs, while Selp (P-Selectin), Sele (E-Selectin), Ctnnal1
(Alpha-catulin) and Flt4 (VEGFR-3) were present in the SECs fractions (Acar et al., 2015; Butler et al., 7 2010; Corada et al., 1AD; Gomariz et al., 2018) . Notably, the specificity in expression of the vast majority of markers was maintained at all timepoints ( Figure S1C ). Furthermore, samples from each population consistently clustered throughout developmental stages, indicating preservation of overall cellular identity across lifespan ( Figure S1B ).
Cell-subset specific transcriptomic fingerprints for phenotypic detection
We first mined RNA-seq data from BM from 2-month old mice to uncover potential novel genes selectively expressed by a particular cell type in homeostasis. To this end we established restrictive filtering criteria and focused on genes displaying i) low/negligible signal (FPKM values < 30) in three stromal cell types ii) 10-fold increase (log2-fold change (FC) > 3.32, FDR ≤ 0.05) in the remaining cell type with respect to all other subsets. This yielded transcriptomic fingerprints containing 55, 55, 24 and 38 highly specific genes for CARc, PαSc, AECs and SECs, respectively ( Figure S2A ). The CARc signature was dominated by genes associated to osteoblastic development (Runx2, Bglap, Bglap2, Vdr, Sp7, Dmp1, Bmp3 and Pth1r) , but also included genes linked to epithelial to mesenchymal transition (Notch3, Tbx2), intercellular communication (Cldn10, Cdh11) and soluble factors of which CARc have not yet been described as a relevant source, such as angiotensinogen (Agt), Kininogens 1 and 2 (Kng1, Kng2) and Midkine (Mdk).
In turn, the PαSc signature included genes characteristic of fibroblastic identity (Podoplanin [Pdpn], Endosialin [Cd248]) ( Figure 2A and S2A), genes associated to angiogenic regulation (Mfap5, Tnxb) and cytokines (Il33 and Ccl11). Given the poorly defined anatomical distribution of PαSc we assessed the specificity of some of the identified genes as putative markers of this subset. Flow cytometry analyses confirmed that within the CD45 -Ter119 -CD140b + fraction, expression of Pdpn was strictly restricted to the PαSc, which homogeneously expressed high levels of this protein (98.9 ± 1.1 %) ( Figure 2B ). Using 3D imaging we observed a unique subset of Pdpn + Sca-1 + CD140b + pericytes, which exclusively localized in an adventitial layer of flattened stromal cells surrounding large, central BM arteries but not arterioles of smaller caliber ( Figure 2C , 2D and Movie S1). Of note, bone-lining mature osteoblasts/osteocytes, which had not been included in our study, also expressed Pdpn but could be easily discriminated from PαSc by morphology, endosteal distribution and lack of expression of CD140b ( Figure S2B and S2C). Il33 expression was also exclusively detected in PαSc and strongly increased after stimulation with LPS ( Figure S3A -D). In Il33-GFP reporter mice (Oboki et al., 2010) , GFP + cells were observed wrapped around large arteries, thereby confirming the adventitial localization of at least a fraction of cells categorized as PαSc ( Figure S3D ).
We next focused on selective gene signatures that allow straight forward separation of SECs from AECs. Among markers of AECs we found the established arterial specification gap junction genes Gja4 and Gja5 (encoding for connexin 37 and connexin 40), the transcription factor Sox13 and the angiocrine 8 factor Jag2. As for SECs, the gene signature included endothelial selectins (Selp and Sele) , as well as three major scavenger receptors, namely Stabilin 1 and 2 (Stab1, Stab2) and the Mannose receptor-C type 1 (Mrc1 also known as CD206, Figure 2E ). The characteristic expression of phagocytic molecules in SECs underlie their potential role in mediating clearance of blood-borne particulate substances (X. M. Li et al., 2009) . 3D imaging and FC confirmed that within the BM vascular network, CD206 expression was absent in arteries and arterioles, weakly emerged in TV and became very prominent in the entire sinusoidal tree ( Figure 2F , 2G, 2H, 2I, S2D). CD206 was also expressed in a rather abundant population of BM cells identified as macrophages based on canonical marker expression ( Figure 2I ).
Transcriptomic profiles reveal mesenchymal subset-specific functions in adult BM
To gain insight on the functional, ontogenic and molecular differences of the two mesenchymal populations under study, we performed global gene ontology (GO) analysis on the entire set of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) (log2 FC > 1, FDR ≤ 0.05). Consistent with the presence of both osteo-and adipo-primed progenitors in the CARc pool, genes upregulated in this subset were highly overrepresented in biological processes (BPs) related to bone morphogenesis, mineralization and endochondral ossification (Omatsu et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2014) (Figure 3A , 3B), and included adipocytic factors such as Adipoq and Pparg ( Figure 3B and 3C). In contrast, expression of osteoadipogenic markers was negligible or strongly downregulated in PαSc ( Figure 3B and 3C), and GO categories overrepresented in the transcriptome of this cell type were related to the regulation of cartilage and connective tissue development ( Figure 3A ). Prototypical transcription factors and/or genes involved in chondrocyte specification such as Sox9, Fmod, Prg4, Fxyd6 or Lum were distinctively expressed at high levels by PαSc, which in contrast lacked expression of classical markers of mature chondrocytes (Acan) ( Figure 3B ) (Boeuf et al., 2008) . Compared to CARc, PαSc showed distinctive expression of Cd34, which was confirmed at the protein level by flow cytometry ( Figure 3C and 3D).
Corroborating our previous imaging analysis, Pdpn + Sca-1 + adventitial cells ensheathing the main longitudinal femoral arteries expressed CD34 and low levels of CXCL12-GFP, thus corresponding to PαSc ( Figure S4A-S4E ).
We found that the transcriptomes of both mesenchymal subpopulations were enriched in different aspects of extracellular matrix (ECM) biology, including production, assembly and binding to ECM components ( Figure 3A ). This was reflected in the abundant expression of a distinctive matrisomic signature of collagens, proteoglycans and glycoproteins in each mesenchymal subset ( Figure 3E ).
ECM transcripts were also found in endothelial subpopulations, albeit to a much lower degree. These findings confirm the specific roles of mesenchymal cells in matrix production and remodeling, and strongly suggest a certain degree of cellular and topographical compartmentalization of the matrisome 9 in the BM, which remains unexplored. CARc transcriptomes were enriched in gene categories related to cytokine and growth factor activity ( Figure 3A ), while PαSc, AECs and SECs subsets showed a much more restricted cytokine expression profile ( Figure 3F ). In CARc, we detected abundant transcripts of Csf1 and Il34, the two known ligands of the macrophage colony stimulating receptor (M-CSFR), as well as basal expression of the prototypic T cell chemoattractant Ccl19, suggesting that CARc, or at least a fraction of this subset, may control basal trafficking of marrow-residing T cell subsets. Paradoxically, CARc not only expressed very high levels of Cxcl12, but also of Cxcl14, which has been proposed to function as a partial antagonist of CXCR4 function (Tanegashima et al., 2013) .
In line with their reported role in monocyte trafficking (Shi et al., 2011) , CARc expressed Ccl2 and Cxc3cl1 in homeostasis. Finally, CARc were also most abundantly expressing a broad range of prohematopoietic growth factors ( Figure 3G ). Beyond Cxcl12, Kitl, Il7, Angpt1 or Ptn (Ding et al., 2012; Himburg et al., 2018; Sugiyama et al., 2006) , we found substantial expression of Bmp3 and Wnt4 (Louis et al., 2008) .
In turn, PαSc distinctively expressed certain chemokines and cytokines with known activities in myeloid cell migration and development (Cxcl1, Ccl11, Ccl7 and Il33), the axon guidance protein Netrin1 (Ntn1), and a limited set of relevant pro-hematopoietic genes, which included the Wnt antagonists, Dkk2 and Dkk3, as well as Angptl1, Angptl2 and Angptl7, factors shown to expand human HSCs in vitro (Xiao, 2015; Xiao et al., 2015) . Altogether, transcriptomic and spatial analyses suggest a potential, yet unrecognized niche regulatory activity of PαSc the HSC pool and hematopoiesis during adulthood.
Major remodeling of stromal transcriptomic profiles in early postnatal stages
We next sought to elucidate sequential changes in gene expression patterns during postnatal life. As expected, we detected substantial transcriptional variations between 2w, 2m and 2y mice in all stromal subsets analyzed ( Figure 4A ). Strikingly, PCA and DEG analyses revealed broader modifications within the short period comprising the transition from juvenile to adult stages (45 days) than those arising in the progression from adult to aged stages (18 months difference) ( Figure 4A ). To obtain a refined and global view of temporal dynamic changes we employed Short Time-series Expression Miner (STEM) algorithms. Using this analytical tool, DEGs were grouped in age-dependent expression profiles that were then analyzed for enrichment in GO terms or pathways. In three out of four cell types (CARc, SECs and AECs) relevant clusters corresponded to DEGs that followed a continuous increase or decrease in expression during aging (designated cluster 1 (c1) and cluster 3 (c3), respectively) or DEGs that were significantly up-or downregulated from 2w to 2m old, and stabilized thereafter for the rest of the lifespan (grouped under c2 and c4, respectively Figure 4B ). The most representative GO terms overrepresented in each cluster are shown in Figure 4B and a complete list is provided in Table   S2 .
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Since functional changes in the BM microenvironment during early postnatal development remain underexplored, we first focused in DEGs contained in c2 and c4, which were exclusively up-or downregulated in the juvenile to adult transition. Unexpectedly, c2 contained genes mostly associated to inflammation and immune activation in all cell types. For instance, genes related to antigen processing and presentation via major histocompatibility (MHC) class I, were highly upregulated in adult compared to juvenile CARc and SECs ( Figure 4B and 4C). These included classical (H2-D and H2-K1, H2-M3), as well as less characterized non-classical MHC class I molecules (H2-Q, H2-T), genes related to peptide transport (B2-m, Tap1, Tap2) and antigenic presentation in the cell membrane ( Figure 4C ). Thus, similar to stromal lineages populating lymphoid organs, CARc and SECs are equipped with the molecular repertoire for antigen presentation, and the acquisition of this cellular machinery is developmentally timed to the entry into adulthood. Conversely, analysis of DEGs assigned to c4 revealed general overrepresentation of BPs related to ECM organization, cartilage and connective tissue development, cell adhesion, responses to transforming growth factorb (TGF-b) and
angiogenesis. Indeed, a number of genes encoding matrisomic proteins, ECM remodeling and degradation enzymes, glycoproteins, and adhesion molecules, were conspicuously downregulated in BM mesenchymal cells from 2w to 2m old BM ( Figure 4D ).
To further explore the nature of this developmental transition, we searched for DEGs that were concurrently downregulated in all stromal lineages in adult compared to juvenile BM. We found a unique signature containing only seven common genes, which includes Ptn, Igf2 and Dlk1, genes that are known to play decisive roles in the regulation of self-renewing expansion of adult and embryonic (Chou and Lodish, 2010; Himburg et al., 2018; Kokkaliaris et al., 2016; Mascarenhas et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2016) HSCs . Strikingly, all seven genes displayed by far the highest expression levels in juvenile PαSc compared to other stromal subsets, and the majority (four out of seven, Igf2, Dlk1, Peg3 and Mest) belong to a group of genomically imprinted genes, which are monoallelicaly expressed in a parent of origin-specific fashion ( Figure 4E ). This prompted us to inspect the expression of a core subset of co-regulated imprinted genes, which are highly expressed in multiple somatic stem cells and downregulated in progenitors (Berg et al., 2011) . We observed that this molecular fingerprint was abundantly expressed in juvenile PαSc, and sharply downregulated during progression to adulthood ( Figure 4F ). As found in previous studies, PαSc were significantly more abundant in juvenile than in adult BM tissues ( Figure 4G and 4H). Altogether, these results suggest that PαSc display stem cell-like transcriptomic programs, are relatively more abundant in early postnatal BM, and express essential pro-expansive HSC cues, which gradually decline as adulthood is reached. Of note, in this temporal window, we also detected significant downregulation of HSC niche genes in CARc (Angpt1,Angptl2, Dkk3 and Ptn), whereas expression levels of Cxcl12, associated to HSC quiescence and maintenance followed the inverse trend ( Figure 4I ).
Increased proinflammatory signatures in aged BM stroma
STEM analyses revealed that the enrichment in proinflammatory signatures was not exclusive of the transition from 2w to 2m, but was even more pronounced in 2y old mice ( Figure 4B ). A total of 274, 758, 273, and 159 genes were differentially expressed (log2 FC ≥ 1, FDR ≤ 0.05) in aged compared to adult counterparts CARc, PαSc, AECs and SECs, respectively. Using Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) we detected a general pronounced overrepresentation in upregulated genes of numerous inflammatory hallmarks and annotated REACTOME gene-sets, including cytokine and chemokine signaling, interferon (IFN) alpha and gamma responses and complement pathways ( Figure 5A , 5B and 5C). Of major importance, aged CARc displayed increased expression of Il1b and Il6, key cytokines reported to enhance proliferation and myeloid bias, and impair HSC self-renewal during inflammatory processes (Pietras et al., 2016; Schürch et al., 2014) . Among the most prominently upregulated genes in this subset were also a number of inflammatory chemokines (Cxcl2, Cxcl5), and most remarkably, several members of the complement cascade (Cfd, Cfb, C4b, C3) ( Figure 5D ). These data lend support to the notion that aging gradually results in an enhanced inflammatory milieu, at least partially driven by secretory activity of mesenchymal stromal cells, which drives alterations of BM hematopoiesis (Henry et al., 2015; Kovtonyuk et al., 2016) . Strikingly, and in contrast to what has been proposed (Maryanovich et al., 2018) , aged CARc did not exhibit changes in expression of crucial prohematopoietic factors such as Cxcl12, Scf or Angpt1. Nonetheless, we did note significant downregulation of Wnt-inhibitory factor (Wif1), Angptl4 and Npy, associated to the modulation of HSC function ( Figure 4I and 5E) (Park et al., 2015; Schumacher et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2017) . Moreover, aging was linked to a repression of gene categories associated to ECM organization, collagen formation and adhesive interactions, which was strongest in mesenchymal cells but also evident in ECs. Multiple cell-specific matrisomic proteins that were highly expressed in CARc and/or PαSc from 2m old mice were downregulated in aged BM, including a number of collagens and enzymes involved in ECM formation (Plod1, Plod2, Pcolce2) and remodeling (Mmp9, Mmp11) ( Figure 5F ). Finally, functional annotation of DEGs in ECs during aging uncovered a significant upregulation of gene sets related to translation, posttranscriptional regulation and RNA and protein metabolism, concomitant with a decrease in angiogenic processes ( Figure 5G and S5), which altogether are indicative of prototypic stress responses and could possibly be related to the disrupted arteriolar phenotype observed in aged BM (Maryanovich et al., 2018) .
Overlap between aging and infection-induced transcriptional changes in BM stroma
Having established the proinflammatory nature of the aged BM microenvironment, we next compared the magnitude and quality of aging-induced expression changes, with those triggered acutely by 12 administration of prototypical bacterial and viral infection-mimicking agents lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or polyinosinic-polycytydilic acid (pI:C). As previously described for HSPCs (Essers et al., 2009) , the levels of Sca-1 were upregulated with variable intensities in all stromal populations during sterile inflammation ( Figure S6A ). Increases in Sca-1 expression led to the shift of a limited, yet significant fraction of SECs into the AEC gate, as well as of CARc into the PαSc gate, which partially contaminated sorted populations and rendered AEC and PαSc samples unsuitable for further analyses. Thus, we disregarded these subsets and exclusively focused subsequent data exploration on CARc and SECs.
In general, short-term administration of both infection mimicking agents elicited profound transcriptional responses in both stromal cell types ( Figure 6A , 6B and 6C, 6D). As expected, GSEA identified very strong overrepresentation of DEGs after LPS and pI:C in multiple pathways and hallmark sets associated to inflammatory processes and cytokine responses ( Figure 6B ). Enrichment in inflammation-related categories and overall changes in gene expression triggered by sterile infections were more pronounced than those observed in aged BM stroma and strongest in the case of pI:C ( Figure 6C ). Remarkably, we noted substantial overlaps in global expression trends and DEGs between LPS, pI:C and aging when compared to cells isolated from 2m old mice ( Figure 6E ). Indeed, out of 274 and 159 DEG upregulated in aged CARc and SECs (log2 FC > 1, FDR< 0.05), 117 (43%) and 56 (35%) were also found to be significantly increased in LPS and/or pI:C groups ( Figure 6E ).
Among the commonly upregulated genes in two or more conditions we found chemokines, such as Ccl5, Ccl6 and Ccl19, as well as Cxcl9, Cxcl10 and Cxcl11, which are ligands of CXCR10 and whose expression is known to be strongly induced by IFN signaling. We also found increased expression of Il6 in CARc of both LPS and pI:C treated mice, pointing once more to the potential preeminence of this factor in regulating functional aspects of inflammation-driven hematopoiesis. Interestingly, CARc massively increased expression levels of the IL1 receptor antagonist Il1rn, suggesting the activation of a protective mechanism to limit the deleterious effects of IL1 on hematopoietic cells ( Figure 6F ). In addition, gene sets related to apoptosis, hypoxia and RNA metabolism were also overrepresented in the transcriptome of stromal cells of mice treated with infection-mimicking agents ( Figure 6B ).
Other conspicuous changes were related to the hematopoietic supportive activity of stromal cells.
Administration of LPS and pI:C led to an evident decline in the hematopoietic supportive function of CARc, through the strong downregulation of the most characteristic genes involved in extrinsic control of lymphoid and myeloid and HSPC maintenance specification (Cxcl12, Kitl, Il7) ( Figure 6G ). In contrast, we detected increased expression of Wnt5a, a niche-derived factor required for engraftment of functional HSCs upon transplantation in myeloablated recipients (Schreck et al., 2017) . Similar to CARc, expression of pro-hematopoietic genes in SECs was also highly reactive to infection mimicking agents ( Figure 6G ). Finally, inflammatory stimuli strongly targeted matrisomic gene expression. Major ECM genes, but specially enzymes related to degradation and remodeling of ECM matrices in CARc 
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and SECs were differentially expressed in LPS and pI:C treated BM with respect to adult controls ( Figure 6H & S6B) . These effects are potentially linked to a rapid tissue remodeling activity needed to reroute BM hematopoietic output under infections. In summary, our results highlight the dynamic responsive nature of BM stromal cells to infections and/or ensuing inflammatory processes, and the potential induction of stress gene expression programs in the context of an inflamed and aged BM microenvironment.
Discussion
Crucial aspects of age-related changes in BM hematopoiesis and HSC function have been elucidated through comprehensive transcriptional, epigenetic and metabolic studies (Chambers et al., 2007a; 2007b; Gazit et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2014) . In contrast, how BM stromal cell function evolves during physiological aging, and whether stromal perturbations correlate with changes in hematopoietic function remains underexplored. In this study we aimed to dissect novel features of previously described stromal populations and investigate fundamental changes in the molecular make-up of the BM microenvironment throughout postnatal life. We performed bulk RNA-seq of highly pure cell populations that were sorted using validated phenotypic signatures. This approach has the obvious disadvantage of neglecting the heterogeneity that is known to exist within many cell populations, which can only be captured using single cell (sc) transcriptomic technologies, widely employed nowadays. Nonetheless, based on recently published sc-RNAseq data, out of the four populations studied here, CARc are the sole fraction that has been shown to comprise a highly diverse set of subpopulations, while AECs, SECs and possibly PαSc, constitute largely homogeneous subsets (Baryawno et al., 2019; Tikhonova et al., 2019) . Therefore, we here opted for population-based transcriptomic analyses, which afford deeper molecular insight and allowed us to resolve and compare stromal transcriptional landscapes with highest resolution. Perhaps most importantly, our experimental approach required the isolation of pure cellular subsets following protocols, which involve mechanical disaggregation and cell extraction processes, even though our most recent work demonstrates that substantial fractions of CARc, SECs and most likely other stromal populations are lost during such procedures. This represents an obvious potential shortcoming that nevertheless, equally applies to all studies on BM stroma reported to date, independently on the sequencing technology used, and therefore needs to be acknowledged when interpreting results. Having noted this, the valuable datasets here presented i) provide molecular fingerprints that inform on potentially novel stromal subset-specific functions and niche affiliations, ii) reveal the previously unappreciated dynamic molecular remodeling of the BM microenvironment during the postnatal window, and putative factors supporting the self-renewing expansion of HSCs detected in this phase iii) uncover the prominent activation of inflammatory transcriptional programs in stromal cells during aging, which resemble those elicited by infections and are mainly characterized by abnormal expression of prohematopoietic factors, cytokines and extracellular matrix-related genes.
We exploit cell-specific molecular fingerprints to infer relevant unknown functional aspects and unequivocally trace the anatomical localization of PαSc. Originally defined as a population enriched in mesenchymal stem cell potential, this cell type has been mostly investigated through the use of in vitro cultures, orthotopic or systemic transplantation (Hu et al., 2016; Nusspaumer et al., 2017) , and their principal biological features remain undefined. We unexpectedly observed that PαSc express a signature associated to pre-chondrogenic potential, which stands in contrast to the strong osteoblastic 15 and adipogenic signatures of CARc. Although previous work suggested that PαSc could reside in the proximity of arteries and arterioles (Morikawa et al., 2009; Omatsu et al., 2014) , we have precisely mapped PαSc to the external adventitial layer of the large, centrally running femoral arterial branches, which is absent in smaller arterioles. In periarterial bundles, PαSc lie adjacent to, but are distinct from smooth muscle actin cells and Nestin-GFP cells (not shown) and can be distinguished by expression of CD34. Altogether these findings lead us to speculate that PαSc potentially represent a distinct lineage of mesenchymal stromal precursors equivalent to those recently found in the adventitial cuffs of multiple organs (Sitnik et al., 2016) . Of interest, recent work suggests a central role of these CD140b + Sca-1 + Pdpn + in the maintenance of type 2 innate lymphoid cell (ILC-2) within defined periarterial niches of lung and adipose tissues via expression of IL-33 (Dahlgren et al., 2019; Mahlakõiv et al., 2019; Spallanzani et al., 2019) . Given the strong anatomical and molecular analogies between these cells and BM PaSc, their potential contribution to ILC-2 developmental niches in the BM deserves to be explored. Beyond this, PαSc have been suggested to contribute a critical fraction of CXCL12 production for HSC maintenance (Greenbaum et al., 2013) . However, whether and to what extent this subset influences early stages of hematopoiesis is unclear. We find that in adult mice, PαSc express a distinct set molecular factors which mainly include key HSC pro-expansive factors such as Angptl2, Angptl4. Thus, given their restricted spatial localization and cytokine expression profile, we anticipate that this cell type fulfills unknown functions in hematopoietic control, which need to be addressed through the development of tailored models allowing targeting of PαSc cells and their lineage tracing in vivo. The distinctive PαSc gene signature here identified could prove valuable for the rational design of such experimental tools.
Unlike PαSc, a large number of studies have exposed multiple functional facets of CARc. Our data suggest that CARc as a whole achieve this remarkable functional pleiotropism through expression of a large plethora of different chemokines and cytokines that potentially regulate not only ontogeny, but also trafficking of myeloid and lymphoid populations and immune function of the BM during homeostasis. For instance, CARc abundantly express Il34 and Csf1, suggesting yet another previously unappreciated function of this cell type in controlling macrophage development and maintenance.
These data reinforce the existence of an intimate bidirectional functional relationship between CARc and macrophage networks (Casanova-Acebes et al., 2013; Chow et al., 2011) . Future investigations will shed light on whether this, as well as the multiple other jobs of CARc in hematopoietic regulation are independently performed by the recently described CARc subtypes in distinct anatomical niches (Baryawno et al., 2019; Tikhonova et al., 2019) .
While much attention has been casted on the study of aging and BM function, the mechanisms underlying the defining features of juvenile hematopoiesis and its progression to adult stages remain 
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underexplored. Neonatal BM tissues are comparatively much more permissive to engraftment of embryonic HSCs than adult counterparts, which points to the supply of unique extrinsic regulatory signals by the BM microenvironment at these stages (Arora et al., 2014) . In line with this, our data demonstrate that, despite conserving phenotypic traits, the four stromal cell types investigated display substantial modifications in their transcriptional landscape with respect to adult stroma. These differences, which are most likely linked to the pronounced tissue remodeling activity during organ growth, may also account for the active cell-extrinsic orchestration of continuous HSC proliferation in the postnatal window. Remarkably, although embryonic emergence and production of HSCs have been observed to depend on low-grade proinflammatory cues in hematopoietic tissues (Espin-Palazon et al., 2018; He et al., 2015; Sawamiphak et al., 2014; Trompouki, 2016) , we find that cells of the stromal microenvironment in juvenile mice are almost completely devoid of expression of all inflammatory mediators, MHC class I molecules and IFN responsive genes, whose expression is relatively abruptly turned on as adulthood is reached. Although we cannot rule out that at this point basal proinflammatory signals are provided by BM-resident innate immune cells not analyzed here, our data strongly suggest that postnatal HSC expansion most likely takes place in a virtually sterile BM milieu (Adkins et al., 2004) . We hypothesize that the non-inflammatory nature of juvenile BM tissues could represent a safeguard mechanism to protect HSCs from the deleterious consequences of uninterrupted proliferation and increased cumulative divisional history, as observed in inflammation-induced HSC cycling (Takizawa et al., 2017; Walter et al., 2015) . In fact, little is known to date on the specific nichederived signals that promote self-renewing expansion during juvenile development. We found that PαSc in these stages express a distinct set of cytokines and adhesion molecules with reported properties in HSC expansion, which are rapidly down-regulated during the transition to adulthood.
Among them, IGF2 is a mitogenic factor for HSCs, which is produced by putative niche cell types of the fetal liver (Chou and Lodish, 2010; Mascarenhas et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2008) .
Deregulation of the Igf2-IGFR1 signaling axis in adult BM leads to impaired quiescence, uncontrolled proliferation and eventual exhaustion of the HSC compartment in adults (Venkatraman et al., 2013) .
Juvenile PαSc also expressed very high levels of Dlk1, Dpt and Ptn, all of which have been assigned HSC supportive activity in vitro and/or in vivo (Kokkaliaris et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2008) . Given these marked changes in expression profiles and that PαSc are relatively much more abundant in juvenile than in adult BM, it is likely that this cell-type provides core, developmental-stage specific cues for temporary HSC expansion. The identification of the principal common molecular signals promoting HSC self-renewing proliferation in fetal liver and juvenile BM could hold the key for the development of efficient protocols for HSC expansion ex vivo.
Our work further sheds light on the fundamental impact of aging on stromal cell biology and BM hematopoiesis. The emergence of a strong proinflammatory signature in the stromal compartment, and 17 particularly in mesenchymal cells, is in line with previous findings on thymic stroma (Ki et al., 2014) , and demonstrates that deleterious age-related effects are not limited to the parenchyma of organs, but similarly inflicted on stromal infrastructures, whose contribution to aging phenotypes in tissues is very relevant. Unexpectedly, we did not detect extensive or substantial changes in expression of principal factors regulating hematopoiesis, in CARc. Thus, most likely, aging alterations in the stromal control of hematopoiesis are mediated through upregulation of multiple cytokines and chemokines. Among many others, we identify Il1b to be massively increased in CARc from aged mice. Given its recently reported activities in trained immunity, promotion of myelopoiesis and restriction of self-renewal of HSCs, stromal derived IL-1 is a prime niche candidate for driving age-related HSC deficits, clonal hematopoiesis and its vascular manifestations (Chavakis et al., 2019; Pietras et al., 2016) . The induction of a basal inflammatory context is also reflected in the upregulation of multiple components of the complement system, which so far had been associated to HSPC mobilization to peripheral tissues during stress hematopoiesis (Ratajczak et al., 2010) . Overexpression of complement genes is a hallmark of aging tissues and abnormal activation of this system has been linked to the emergence of degenerative diseases and cancer (de Magalhães et al., 2009; Komuro et al., 2012; McGeer et al., 2005) . Thus, it will be crucial to understand to what extent complement cascades and the cytokines here identified induce a selective pressure that promotes aging-induced clonality and contribute to increased incidence of hematologic neoplasia (Henry et al., 2011; Vas et al., 2012) . Our analyses reveal that the transcriptomic signatures activated during aging, partially resemble those induced by both infection-mimicking agents pI:C and LPS employed here. In aged CARc and SECs we found overexpression of prototypical genes downstream of IFN, as well as TLR4 signaling axes. Of note for frequently used experimental approaches, the vast and rapid changes in the transcriptome observed upon pI:C stimulation should bring caution to studies employing the Mx1-Cre system in which repeated administration of this agent is used to delete genes in both hematopoietic and stromal compartments.
Another remarkable hallmark of aged BM stroma, similarly recapitulated during sterile infections, is the generalized reduction of ECM related genes and, most strongly, of different collagens, which has been also observed in fibroblasts of other organs (Salzer et al., 2018) . Matrisomic properties of the surrounding microenvironment are known to exert major influences in cell fate decisions in BM mimicking 3D cultures (Choi and Harley, 2017) . However, teasing apart the specific biomechanical and molecular effects of these structures in vivo has been so far challenging due to the daunting complexity of matrix fiber scaffolds. Our data suggest that ECM composition is i) largely derived from mesenchyme but molecularly compartmentalized between cellular subsets ii) very dynamically and specifically shaped not only in aging, but also throughout postnatal development and as part of rapid stereotypic responses to inflammatory challenge. It is therefore tempting to speculate that matrisomic scaffolds represent a malleable and actionable platform for the swift modulation of hematopoiesis by stromal 18 cells in different physiological and pathological contexts. Future studies on ECM will require the combination of novel genetic tools and high-resolution quantitative imaging technologies for structural and biophysical analyses.
In summary, the temporally-resolved, population-based, transcriptomic profiles of stromal subsets presented here, represent powerful resources for the dissection of unappreciated functional aspects of stromal cells, and the understanding of changes in stromal-hematopoietic crosstalk that lead to modulation of BM function throughout the lifespan of an organism. 
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Methods
Mice
C57BL/6JRj mice were purchased from Janvier Labs (France) and maintained under standard conditions at the animal facility of the University Hospital Zurich. Il33-GFP mice were generated by the RIKEN Center for Life Science Technologies (Kobe, Japan) (Oboki et al., 2010) . All the experimental procedures involving animal models were approved by the veterinarian office of the Canton of Zurich, Switzerland.
Experimental conditions
Male animals were used for RNA-seq experiments. Mice were analyzed at different ages, namely 2 weeks (14-15 days old, termed juvenile), 2 months (8-9 weeks old, designated as adult), 2 year-old (20-24 months old, aged mice). LPS-challenged mice (8-9 weeks old) were injected twice intraperitoneally with 35 µg of lipopolysaccharides (in 200 µL phosphate buffered saline). pI:Cchallenged mice (8-9 weeks old) were injected twice intraperitoneally with 100 µg of polyinosinicpolycytidylic acid (in 200 µL phosphate buffered saline). The injections were performed 48 hours and 4 hours before sacrifice. Four independent biological replicates, which were collected at different times and dates were processed and sequenced for each experimental group. All replicates, cell types and conditions were sequenced at once.
Stromal cell isolation
The isolation procedure for stromal cells has been previously described in detail in (Gomariz et al., 2018) . Briefly, two sets of femur/tibia/pelvis were isolated from the surrounding tissue and cleaned using a surgical scalpel and paper tissues in order to thoroughly remove surrounding muscle and connective tissue. The BM content was flushed out into 6-well plates utilizing a 26G syringe and 5 mL of digestion medium (DMEM GlutaMAX™, 10 mM HEPES, 10 % fetal bovine serum). The remaining bone enclosures were carefully cut into small fragments (approximately 1 mm 3 in size) using scissors and added to the same well already containing digestion medium and the previously flushed marrow. For the enzymatic tissue digestion, collagenase (0.04 g/mL) and DNAse (0.2 mg/mL) were added and thoroughly mixed using a 1 mL pipette and the cell suspension incubated for 45 minutes at 37 °C with gentle sample agitation. Next, 5 mL of ice-cold calcium-and magnesium-free phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 10 % FBS were added and the suspension filtered through a 70 µm cell strainer and washed once more with PBS (4 °C). 
Cell sorting and flow cytometry analysis
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Cell suspensions were blocked using TruStain fcX TM for 15 mins at 4 °C and subsequently immunostained using pre-conjugated surface antibodies for 30 minutes at 4 °C. All antibodies employed in this study, including commercial sources and concentrations are shown in Table S3 .
After staining, the cells were washed twice using ice-cold PBS and resuspended in PBS containing DAPI (0.5 μg/mL) and analyzed using an LSR II Fortessa (BD Biosciences). Post-acquisition data analysis was done using FlowJo 10 software. Cell sorting was performed using a FACS Aria (BD Biosciences) and all four stromal cell populations were sorted directly into RNase-free microfuge tubes (ThermoFisher) containing RLT lysis buffer (Qiagen) at 4 °C until 4'000 to 50'000 cells were collected for each cell type. In order to collect enough cells, the cell extracts of two mice were combined for each replicate before cell sorting. 
RNA isolation, library preparation, cluster generation and sequencing
Bioinformatic analyses
The RNA sequencing dataset has been deposited and can be accessed under GSE133922.
Processing of RNAseq data was done using the Nextpresso pipeline v.1.9.2 (Graña et al., 2018) .
The quality of the raw data was assessed using FastQC v0.11.3 (Andrews, 2010) and FastQ Screen v0.5.2 (Wingett and Andrews, 2018) tools. Cutadapt (Martin, 2011) was used to remove the adaptors, trim the first three bases of the reads and the 3' and 5' end nucleotides with a quality cutoff of 20, requiring a minimum length of 40. Reads were then aligned with TopHat 2.0.10 (Trapnell et al., 2012) using Bowtie 1.0.0 (Langmead et al., 2009 ) and SAMtools 0.1.19 (H. Li, 2011) against the GRCm38/mm10 assembly of the mouse genome containing only protein coding genes. During the alignment only 2 mismatches and 20 multihits were allowed. Transcripts were quantified using htseq-count from HTSeq framework 0.6.1 (Anders et al., 2015) and the differential expression test was done with DESeq2 v1.18.1 (Love et al., 2014) (Trapnell et al., 2012) . Only genes showing enough global expression and variability were kept (> 2 FPKM in > 20% of the samples, IQR range > 1).
To check for similarities between replicates a Pearson correlation test was applied over the normalized and regularized logarithmic counts obtained from DESeq2. Only one sample displayed a correlation coefficient smaller than 0.90 in a comparison to its replicates and was therefore excluded from the analysis.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Hierarchical Clustering were created using R (v3.4.1) and the ggpubr and dendextend packages over the normalized FPKM expression values. The Hierarchical Clustering used the Eucledian distance and the Ward.D2 algorithm as the clustering method.
Gene set enrichments were calculated using the GSEA software (Broad Institute) using the previously defined genes sets from the Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB 6.2) (Mootha et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005) . The gene list was ranked according to log2 FCs from the differential expression test and the pre-ranked GSEA was run using the classic enrichment statistic with 10'000 permutations.
Gene ontology analysis was performed using the PANTHER Overrepresentation Test (GO database release: 2018-04-04). For each test a background list containing all detected genes in this study was provided and statistics evaluated using Fisher's Exact test with FDR multiple test correction . Additionally, larger GO categories were selected by excluding GO terms that contained less than 10 genes in the background list.
The Short Time-series Expression Miner (STEM) has been previously described (Ernst et al., n.d.) .
Briefly, the input data table contained median FPKM expression values of all DEGs from any intercondition comparison (2w/2m, 2w/2y, 2m/2y, FDR ≤ 0.05, -1 ≥ log2 FC ≥ 1). The following parameters were utilized: log-normalization of the data, STEM clustering method, a maximum unit change in model profiles of 2, and a permutation test including timepoint 0 calculating all possible permutations. The integrated GO analysis tool was used. A background list of all detected genes in this sequencing data set was provided, a minimum GO level of three selected, the minimum number of genes within a GO category set to five, and multiple hypothesis correction by randomization used.
Heatmaps are based on the FPKM expression values if not stated otherwise and created using the online tool Morpheus (https://software.broadinstitute.org/morpheus). 
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Immunostaining and volumetric confocal imaging 3D imaging protocols have been previously described in detail (Gomariz et al., 2018) . Briefly, femurs were isolated and thoroughly cleaned from the surrounding tissue, fixed in 2 % paraformaldehyde in PBS (6h, 4°C), dehydrated in 30 % sucrose in PBS (72h, 4°C), embedded in OCT medium, snapfrozen and bi-laterally sectioned using a cryotome. The obtained thick BM slices were incubated in blocking solution overnight (0.2 % Triton X-100, 1 % bovine serum albumin, 10 % donkey serum, in PBS) at 4°C and subsequently stained with primary and secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution (Table S3) Table   S2 ). Shown in orange color (independent of grading) are only significantly enriched categroies (FDR Figure 2 Pdpn [FPKM] 
